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ABSTRACT

permitting
files to be accessed only m one partition
As a consequence, any updates which are permltted m
a partition do not conflmt with updates m other partltlons, assuring mutual consistency of data when partltlons are reunited

In a voting-based algorithm, a replicated
file can be updated m a partltlon
if It contams a maJorlty of copies. In this paper, we
propose an extension of this scheme which
permits a file to be updated m a partition
provided it contams a maJorlty of up-to-date
copies
Our scheme not only preserves
mutual consistency of the replicated file, but
provides improvement
m its avallablllty
as
well
We develop a stochastic model which
gives msrght into the rmprovements afforded
by our scheme over the voting scheme

I

The algorithms
m the second class take the
approach that the database must be available even m
the face of node or commumcatlon
link failures and
permit every group of sites u-r a partltloned
DDB to
perform new updates [9,20,22,30,31]
Since now the
databases of the partitions will clearly diverge, they
require a strategy for conflict detection and resolutton
Usually, rollbacks are wed as a means for preserving
consistency, conflmtmg transactions
are rolled back
when partitions
are reunited
Since coordmatmg the
undoing of transactions IS a very difficult task, these
methods are called optrmzstzcsince they are useful prlmarlly in a sltuatlon where the number of items m a
particular
database IS large and the probabmty
of
conflicts among transactions is small

INTRODUCTION

A partttronzng of a distributed
database (DDB)
occurs when the sites m the network split into groups
of commumcatmg sites due to node or commumcatlon
farlures
The sites in each group can communicate
with each other, but no site m one group 1s able to
communicate with sites m other groups We refer to
each such group as a partrtzolt
The algorithms which
allow a partltloned
DDB to continue functronmg generally fall into one of two classes + Those m the first
class take a pesszmzsttc approach m that they share
the philosophy that mutual consistency 1s of conslderimportance
than
avallablhty
greater
ably
[l, 2,3,8,11,13,18,25,29]
Consistency 1s enforced by

In this paper, we consider only the pesslmlstlc
strategies
Although
these methods guarantee that
there will not be more than one partition performing
the update at the same time, they cannot guarantee
that there will be a partition
which can perform
updates at any given time All known methods share
the drawback that failures can occur m such a way
that no update8 can be performed anywhere in the system until these failures are repaired
While this IS
undesirable, it 1s a necessary property exhibited by any
protocol which tolerates network partltlonmg
[27],
thus, the challenge 1s to devise consistency control
algorithms which preserve mutual consistency of replicated files and which, at the same time, provide
improvement
m the avallablhty
of files over that of
exlstmg schemes

t There are algorithms (see [E&15,23,28] for example) which do
not belong to either of these two classes,however, they require a
prlor~ knowledge of the kmd of updates to be made to the file
We make no such assumption m this paper

Voting [13,25,29] 1s the best known example of a
pesslmlstlc scheme In its simplest form, an item can
be updated m a partition d it contains more than half
of the sites where the file IS replicated
Thus, If a file
1s replicated at 100 sites, a maJorlty partition ~111have
to contain at least 51 of these sites In the event that
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there does not exist such a partltlon,
occur anywhere m the system

no updates

can

sites

In this paper we propose a generahzatlon to the
votmg scheme, called the dynamac votzng scheme It
has several advantages beyond those of the voting
scheme
0

Unlike the votmg scheme, the number of sites
necessary for an update IS a function of the
number of current copies m existence at the time
of the update

l

This
required
quorum
changes
wlthout any manual intervention

.

A file can be updated m a partltlon if It
more than half of the current copies As
quence, a file may be rephcated at 100
sites, yet It 1s possible for this scheme
updates with as few as 2 copies accessible

b

Like the votmg scheme, our protocol IS simple to
state as well as implement
It requires only a
shght modlficatlon to the voting scheme

.

It does not require a complicated
coordmatlon mechamsm

dynamlcally
contains
a consedifferent
to allow

message-based

We have called our algorithm
dynamic voting
since It has the same avallablhty
as the scheme proposed by Davcev and Burkhard m [8], whenever one
scheme permits an update to occur m the system, the
other does also Their scheme, however, suffers from
severe drawbacks (see section III) While our scheme
has all the advantages enjoyed by their scheme, ours
does not suffer from any of the drawbacks mentloned
in section III

HI.

PREVIOUS

PESSIMISTIC

ALGORITHMS

In this sectlon, we outhne several exlstmg pesslmlstlc schemes and point out how these methods
restrict avallablhty
(An excellent survey of several of
these strategies 1s given m [lo] ) In a subsequent section, we shall give our consistency control algorithm
which provides greater file avallablllty

In section VI, we present a stochastic model and
compute the avallablhty
of the simple voting and
dynamic voting algorithms
m the context of that
model We prove that under the assumptions of the
model, the avallablhty
of the dynamic voting algorithm 1s greater than or equal to the avallablhty of the
votmg algorithm if there are four or more sites, except
for a single special sltuatlon
(five sites and slow
repairs)

II.

We call each connected component a partztlon

There are several logical files m the DDB, and a
physical copy of each logical file 1s stored at one or
more sites Each site keeps a history of all updates
which It performed on a file We assume that each
sites runs a concurrency control protocol which ensures
that the execution of all transactlons at every site 1s
serlahzable [6,17] While serlahzablhty of transactlons
at each site IS certainly desirable, it IS not sufficient to
guarantee that the transactions
running m different
sites will combine to yield a serlahzable result, and
therefore, It 1s necessary to run a conszstency control
protocol which correctly manages the rephcated data
m the presence of failures
In a pessamzstzc consistency
control protocol, a replicated file can be updated m at
most one partltlon
at any given time
We ~111 call
such a partltlon the majorrty partition
Different pesslmlstlc protocols use different defimtlons of a maJorlt,y
partition
When site or commumcatlon hnk recoveries
cause partltlons to unite, the nodes form a new partltlon by comparmg their hlstorles and obtam, lf necessary, all updates that they have mlssed If there does
not exist a maJorlty part&on,
all sites m the system
must wait until enough sites and commumcatlon lmks
are repaired so that there 1s once agam a maJorlty
part&on m the system Smce this wait 1s unavoidable
[27], the challenge 1s to come up with a pesslmlstlc
consistency control algorithm which not only preserves
mutual consistency of various copies of a file, but at
the same time achieves high avallablhty
as well

Primary Site [3]
Here each file has a primary
physical copy, and the permlsslon to update any copy
resides with the node contammg the primary copy
Therefore, the part&on
contammg the node with the
primary copy 1s defined to be a maJorlty partltlon
No
updates can occur anywhere m the system if the site
contammg the primary copy crashes

FORMAL
SPECIFICATION
OF THE PROBLEM

True-Copy Token [18] In this scheme, there 1s a
token associated with each file, and a partition
1s a
maJorlty partltlon If it contains a site which has the
file token
There are two drawbacks to this scheme
First, It 1s possible that tokens can get lost, and it IS a
nontrlvlal
problem to recreate lost tokens
Second, if
the token happens to reside m a partltlon contammg
only rarely used sites, the file will, for all practical purposes, become unavailable

The dlstrlbuted database system consists of a collection of Independent computers, called nodes or .&es,
connected via commumcatlon
lmks We assume that
site failures are clean, 1 e , nodes stop executmg
wlthout
performmg
any Incorrect actions and that
node crashes are detectable by other nodes [24] We
do not include Byzantme failures 1211where sites may
Site or
act m an arbitrary
and mahcious manner
commumcatlon
failures may separate the sites into
more than one connected component of communicating
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In a voting-based system, a parVoting [13,29]
tition IS a majority partltlon d It contams more than
half of the &es where the file 1s rephcated
By
In
defimtlon, there can be at most one such partltlon
the event that there does not exist a partltlon contammg a majority of sites, no updates can occur anywhere
m the system A brief description of the basic voting
algorithm 1s given m next section

0

If the number of copies varies with time, the
length of the version vectors may need to change
dynamically, which 1s not easy to program

Finally, two recent papers [4,5] also deserve mentioning
They contain protocols for dynamlcally reassigning votes upon site or commumcatlon lmk failures
m an attempt to make the system more resilient

IV.

THE

VOTING

ALGORITHM

We present a brief overvlew of the orlgmal votmg
algorithm to show that our scheme requires only a
slight modlficatlon to it

This algc+
Accessible Copies Algorithm
[l, 2]
rlthm 1s a generahzatlon of the voting scheme smce It
allows different partltlons to have different quorums for
a maJorlty
The drawback 1s that the required quorum
for each partition
1s fixed a prior1
Moreover, this
algorithm
“relies on coordmatmg
a consistent view
among the nodes” [4, page 1971 By contrast, the
required quorum in our scheme changes dynamically as
well as automatically
No elaborate mechanism IS
required for this purpose
As we menDavcev-Burkhard
Algorithm
[S]
tioned m the mtroductlon, the Davcev-Burkhard
algorithm has the same avallablllty
as that of our scheme
Their scheme, however, has many severe drawbacks

0

The use of version vectors requires more storage
as well as processmg time for their mampulatlon,
especially if n is large

Our scheme manages to avoid all these flaws while
retaining all the advantages of the Davcev-Burkhard
algorithm

This algorithm
Missing Writes Algorithm
[ll]
runs m two modes, a normal mode m which It reads
any copy and writes all copies and a failure mode m
Several files must be mamtamed
which It uses voting
to keep track of updates which were made while the
network IS partitioned-the
so-called “mlssmg write”
mformatlon-so
they may be propagated to other sites
later
These files need not be mamtamed during normal operation, but can grow rapidly durmg failures
[lo, page 3551

.

0

Each copy of f has associated with It a versaon
number which 1s equal to zero mltlally and IS mcreThus, a
mented by one each time the copy 1s updated
version number represents up-to-dateness of a copy A
site can process an update provided it belongs to a
partition contammg at least [n/2] other sites If so,
it must first ensure that those partlclpatmg
copies
which are not up-to-date are brought up-to-date
To
this end, it computes the maximum, say M, taken over
version numbers of all partlclpatmg
copies The copy
which has the version number M IS the current copy
and IS used to propagate missing updates to the other
copies Once this 1s done, the new update IS then performed

The maJor difficulty 1s that they assume that each
site mamtams an n-bit bmary connectzon vector
that it uses for checking the avallablllty
of remote
sites The jth entry of the connection vector at
site I 1s equal to 1 if site a can communicate with
It IS assumed
site J, It 1s equal to 0 otherwlse
that the “changes m the system configuration
resulting from site failure or network partltlons
are mstantaneously
recorded within the proper
connection vectors” (see 18, page 891) Perhaps It
1s possible to come up with an efficient way to
Implement the connection vector scheme, but It 1s
sure to entail substantial
commumcatlon
overhead

Thus, m the voting algorithm, we see that more
than half of the total number of copies of a replicated
file must be avadable m order for an update to
succeed In the next section, we present a generahzatlon of the voting scheme that sometlmes permits a
partltlon
to perform updates even when It does not
contain more than half of the sites Like the voting
algorithm, it preserves mutual consistency of rephcated
files, it also provides improvement m their avallablhty

V

Their scheme requires each copy to have an assoelated versaon vector+, which IS an array of n
integers where n 1s the number of copies, and
these vectors have the problem that It IS difficult
to keep them consistent among commumcatmg
sites while the system 1s bemg reconfigured

THE

A.

DYNAMIC

Description

VOTING

ALGORITHM

of the algorithm

In this section, we provide a descrlptlon of our
algorithm
In its simplest form where each file IS
assigned an equal weight (of one) It IS possible to perThis generahzamlt copies having different weights
tlon 1s stralghtforward,
so the details are omitted

t Called part~tron vector m [8]

We associate with each copy of the file fa version
number and an update sites cardmahty
which are
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defined as follows
Definition
1 The verszon number of a copy j, at
a site t is an Integer V& whmh counts the number of
successful updates to j, We let VN, be equal to zero
mltially and increment it by one each time an update
to j, occurs
Definition
2. The current veTston number of a
replicated file j 1s the maxrmum taken over the versron
numbers of all copies of j
Dethtlon
3 A copy IS said to be current if its
version number equals the current version number of
the replicated file
Definition
4, A partrtron ts said to be a mqorzty
part&on If it contains a majority of the current copres
of the replicated file j
Definition
6. Assocrated with each copy j, at a
site 1 is another integer called the update sates cardrnalrty, denoted by SC,, which always reflects the
number of sites participatmg m the most recent
update to j, We let SC, = n (number of sites) mltlally, and whenever an update 1s set to j,, then SC, 1s
set equal to the total number of copres whmh were
updated during this update
Each site which has a copy of the file j must
mamtam its version number and its update sites cardinahty We can now describe our consistency control
algorrthm. Suppose a site receives an update request
It must first determine If it belongs to a maJonty partrtlon. If so, tt can perform the update, otherwise, it
must reJect the update, A sate can easily decide If It
belongs to such a partition as follows
Suppose a site Al wishes to determine If it belongs
to a maJority partrtron It asks all sites wrth whmh It
can commumcate and which have copies of the file j
for their version numbers and update sites cardmah, A,,, denote these &es Let VN, and
hes, Let A,,
SC, denote, respectrvely, the version number and
update sites cardinality of the copy j, of the file j at
site A,, Now,
1) The site A, calculates
the value n/r = max{V&
the set I = {A,

3)

Our scheme can be best illustrated by an example
Example
1. Assume there are five sites A, B, C,
D, and E whmh have copies of the file j These sites

are imtlally connected and form a single partrtlon
Suppose the file j has been updated nine times, so the
mitral state can be represented as follows
A
9

B
9

C
9

D
9

E
9

SC

5

5

5

5

5

VN

A
lo

B
10

C
lo

D
9

E
9

SC

3

3

3

5

5

Suppose now that site A receives yet another
update, and it discovers that it can communicate with
site C only, The novelty here 1sthat since sites A and
C together contain a matJonty of the current copies of
the replicated file, they form a maJorlty part&on even
though there are only two sites (out of five) m this
partition
Thus site A can process the update, after
which the database state will be*

1 5 z 4 m},

VN, = M, 1 5 3 < m},

VN
SC

If card(l) > N/2, then A, lies in a maJorrty partition and can proceed with the update, otherwise,
It, does not belong to such a partition and must
reject the update t Note that we can permit Al to
read the file if its partltron contains exactly onehalf of the current copies (1 e , d the values
card(I) and N/2 comcrde)

t Notation

VN

At this point suppose site A recerves an update,
and It finds that It can commumcate wrth sites B and
C only Since A still belongs to a maJorlt,y partltlon,
it can process the update The state then changes to

and the value N = max{SCk Ak E 1)
2)

Whenever an update 1s made, It must be made to
all sites m the set I Moreover, the values VN,
and SC, at every ate in I must be modrfied as
well by lettmg
V4 = M+l
SC, = card(l)
Each time an update succeeds at a site, It must
commit the update together with the version
number as well as the update sites cardmahty
Thus an update operation at a sate r.s atomic m
the sense that either all three operationsupdates to the file, version number, and update
sites cardmahty-are performed m entirety or are
not performed at all

A

C

D

E

11
2

11 10 9
2 I 3 I 5

9
5

B

In our scheme, updates are always made to the
up-to-date copy of the file, those copies which are not
must be brought up-to-date before the new update can
proceed For this purpose, sites from time to time
determine if their copies are current If not, they must
take steps to ensure that their copies are brought upto-date, We describe how this IS done next
A site A, can easily determine whether or not its
copy is current as follows.

For it set X, card(X) denotes Its cardmahty
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, A, denote other sites m Al’s partition
A, needs to examine the version numbers and

become

1) Let 4,

update sites cardmahtres

of all these sites

11) Al’s copy IS not current if its versron number 1s
less than the version number of some other site m
its partition
Al’s copy 1s current if it has a copy
with the highest version number and if, moreover,
it belongs to a maJorlty part&on

B.

The site A, must examme the version numbers
and the update sites cardmahtles of all sites m Its
partrtron
Let A,,
, A, denote the other sites of
the part&on

b)

A, computes
the value
theset

N = max{VN*

I={A,

and the value

11~

<m},

Ah E I}

N = max{SCk

cl

If card(l) > N/2, then the sates m Al’s part&on
together form a maJorlty partrtlon,
so A, can
bring Its copy to up-to-date status by requesting
the mrssmg updates from any site m I The version number VN, of the copy Al 1s set to equal M,
and the update sites cardmahty SC,, along wrth
the update sites cardmahtles of each site m I, 1s
set equal to N + 1

4

Otherwise, A,
from anyone

cannot

request

mlssmg

B

updates

There 1s a good reason why we do not allow sites
arbltrarrly
The example below illustrates
why some form of restrmtlon IS necessary

to

1nerge

Example
2. Contmumg wrth the example given
above, suppose that site B resumes commumcatron
with sites D and E Our algorithm will not permit
these sites to merge for If we were to allow thus to happen, the database state will become

VN
SC

A

C

B

D

E

11

11

IO

10

10

2

2

5

5

5

D

E

B

II

11

10

4

4

4

3

and

deletion

of sites

It 1s equally easy for copplea to be deleted from the
system
Suppose a site A, decrdes that It no Ionger
wants to have Its own copy of the file f If Al% copy w
not current, it can delete Its copy any trme it desires
It 1s desirable, however, that A, notify other s&s havmg the copres that it no longer mamtams a copy and
should be excluded from them future attempts of formmg a maJorrty
If Al’s copy IS current, it wrll be permitted to delete its copy m one of the followmg two
ways
A
The site A, may do so d it belongs to a partition
having ail current copies of the replicated file If
this IS so, it requests ail sites having the current
copies to decrement then update sates cardrnalities by one

I 2 2 2 naj,

VNJ =M,

Addltlon

C
11

In this section, we show how we may add or
delete copres of the rephcated file f dynammally from
the system
Suppose a site Al that does not have a
copy of file f wishes to have one The site Al sets the
versron number as well as the update s&es cardmahty
of its copy to be -oo where -CXI is some value much
smaller than any actual values for the vermon numbers
Then, It may mltiate
and update sites cardmahtles
the steps whmh permit a site’s copy to catch up

Suppose the site A, realizes that Its copy IS not
current and wishes to catch up It may do so d and
only if it belongs to a maJorlty partition
Specrflcaily,
site A, must execute these steps
a)

A
II
4

VN
SC

There IS another option d A, 1s a member of a
partitron
containing only a myorlty
of current
copres In this case, all sites m the partrtron that
have current
copies mcrement
them version
numbers by one and decrement their update sates
cardmahtles by one

C.

Proof

of correctness

In this sectron, we briefly argue that our eonsmtency control protocol IS correct It suffices to show
that there exists by our algorrthm at most one myorlty part&ion at any time for then the rephcated file
can be updated m at most one partitron which 1~
enough to guarantee the mutuai consrstency of multiple copies
It IS not d&cult to see that our algorithm permits
at most one maJorrty partltlon to process updates at
any time smce it has the followmg two key properties

The partition BDE will conclude that It too 1s a
maJorrty partltlon
Thus, we will have two “maJorrty”
partltrons which can make updates Independently, possibly leading to mconsrstencles between the partition
copres
On the other hand, m the previous example, suppose &es A, C, D, and E were to unite as a smgle
partltlon
Then the copies at D and E can be brought
to the current status
The database state ~111 then
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l

The version numbers of current copies are monotomcally mcreasmg and unique to a given maJarlty See steps 2) and 3) of our algorithm

.

For a given version number, any two consecutive
maJorlty partltlons
have at Ieast one site m

common, and the update sites cardmahty of this
common site grves the total number of current
copies in existence See step c) of our algorrthm

VI. AVAILABILITY
VOTING
AND DYNAMIC

A

The stochastic

our model to deviate from his Here are the assumptrons, then Justrficatlon comes next
0
The commumcatlon links between sates are mfalhble Only sites go up and down Any site that IS
up can send a message to any other site that IS

OF
VOTING

UP

B

The failures at the various sates form independent
Poisson processes with farlzlre rate X For any
grven site that 1s up (functronmg), the probabdlty
It goes down (falls) at or before the next t time
units is 1 - e-At

a

Slmllarly,
the repairs at the various sites form
independent Poisson processes with repazr rate p

0

Updates are instantaneous
We ignore commumcatron delays m the commit protocol

.

Updates are frequent
after any failure or repair,
an update always arrives at a functlomng sate and
1s processed before the next failure or reparr An
alternative assumption that yields the same model
after any farlure or repair, the
IS frequent polling
functlonmg
sites commumcate to determme the
new status of the system before the next failure or
repair

model

When there are Just three sites with copies of the
replmated file, If an update request can be accommodated under the dynamic votmg algorithm, It can also
be accommodated under the votmg algorrthm
When
there are four or more sites, however, a sequence of
failures, repairs, and update requests can occur m such
a way that the dynamm votmg algorithm can accommodate a request when the voting algorithm cannot,
and vice versa For example, suppose a five-&e network splits into two partltlons,

A

0

ClDE

and an update appears at site A Both voting and
dynamm voting permit the update to be processed If
site C thereafter forms a thrrd partition by itself,

ABICIDE
dynamic voting permits updates arrlvmg at sates A or
B to be processed, while voting reJects all update
requests
On the other hand, if the two-&e A-B partltlon now splinters mto two smgle-sate part&Ions while
sate C Joins &es D and E,

The first assumption seems rather odd the model
prohibits
precisely the phenomenon-partrtlomngthat voting and dynamic votmg are desrgned to
tolerate!
We make this assumption
m order to
sidestep the countless network topologres that might
occur as lmks fall Our choice has been to use rather
strong assumptions to obtain a proof of a strong
theorem, rather than to use weaker assumptrons and
present only slmulatlon results Needless to say, weakening the assumptions whrle mamtammg the results 1s
one focus of future research

AIBICDE
ordinary voting would permit updates arrlvmg at sites
C, D, or E to be processed, while dynamm voting
rejects all update requests m this state
The real question 1s this which algorrthm 1s more
Irkely, m the long run, to be able to handle any given
update request? That IS, which algorithm has greater
avaalabrlaty~

As Paris notes [19, page 6081, the thnd assumptron 1s less reasonable than the second, but both are
necessary if we wish to model the network’s behavior
by a Markov process The fourth assumptron (mstantaneous updates) 1s another slmphficatlon necessary to
Because we are
mamtam
the Markovlan
model
Interested m a comparison of votmg and dynamic voting, and because both algorithms face similar communmatron delays m the commrt protocol, the fourth
assumption does not seem unreasonable

In this section we develop a stochastm model to
make precise what IS meant by the phrase “more
Key aspects of the
likely” m the preceding paragraph
model are no attempt IS made to model changes to
the network topology (only sates go up and down),
updates are assumed to be frequent relative to farlures
and repairs, and commumcatlon delays m the commrt
protocol are ignored We show that under the assumptrons of the model, the dynamic voting algorithm provides an improvement over the voting algorrthm m the
avallablhty
of replicated files if there are four or more
&es, except for a single special situation (five &es
and slow repairs)

On the other hand, the fifth assumption 1s not
necessary to force a Markovlan model In either of its
forms, the fifth assumption permits great reduction in
the number of states m the Markov process that
describes the network’s behavior
This srmphfies the
analysm and led to dmcovery of the theorem that
appears at the end of this section
Our dynamic voting algorrthm IS avarlabie for
updates exactly when the Davcev-Burkhard
algorithm
IS available,
the two algorithms
have the same

We now introduce the five assumptions we make
to model stochastmally
the update avallablhty
of the
The first four
network under these two algorrthms
assumptions duplmate assumptions that ParIs uses to
analyze the avallablhty
of hrs votzng wath wrtnesses
scheme [IQ] The fifth assumptron, however, causes
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of the file-still
a maJorlty
The update sites cardmalities are adJusted to n-l at the n-l functlonmg sites
If a second failure then occurs, the maJorlty partition
~111 soon thereafter discover that it contains n-2 of
the n-l sites with up-to-date copies of the file-still
a
maJonty, so the update sites cardmahtles
will be
adJusted to n-2 at the n-2 functlonmg sites The
process continues, with update site cardmahtles always
mcreasmg or decreasing by one, until there are only
two sites m the maJorlty partltlon and a failure then
occurs The subsequent update IS blocked-one
out of
two sites IS not a maJorlty
Of these two sites m the
most recent maJorlty partltlon, call the one still up site
U and the one now down site D From this state, one
of three events can occur

avallablhty
Hence this section applies equally well to
the Davcev-Burkhard
algorithm

B

Two measures

of availability

The standard measure of avallablhty
(see (261 and
[19], for example) 1s the hmlt as t goes to infinity of
the probablhty that a maJorlty partltlon exists at time
t, where the defimtlon of “maJorlty”
depends on the
algorithm used An alternatlve measure IS the hmlt as
t goes to infinity of the probablhty
that an update
arriving at an arbitrary
site at time t will succeed
This alternative
measure requires not only that a
maJorlty partltlon
exist, but also that the update
arrive at a functlonmg site In this report, we ~111 use
the alternative
measure, deemmg it more appropriate
Each formula m this paper requires only a trivial
modlficatlon
to use the standard measure
Furthermore, use of the standard measure only zncreases the
superiority of dynamic votmg over voting
That IS, the
measure of avallablhty
that we use m this report
shows dynamic voting m Its least favorable hght

C

Avallablhty

under

the votmg

of the votmg algorithm

under

dynamic

One or more of the other n-2 falled sites might
be repaired
If sometime later site D IS repaired
and an update arrives, the functlonmg
sites
include both (hence a majority) of the sites with
up-to-date copies of the file In this case, however, the newly-formed maJorlty partltlon will also
include the other sites that have meanwhile been
repaired
Site U might fall
Now both site U and site D
must be repaired before a new maJorlty part&Ion
will be formed
Again any such newly-formed
maJorlty partition will also include any other sites
that have meanwhile been repaired

The state diagram we have Just described
shown m Figure 1 on the next page State (X,Y,Z)
the state m which

1s

0

The update sites cardmahty
copy of the file 1s Y

0

X of the Y sites with update sites cardmahty
are up

0

2 of the n-Y

IS
is

of each up-to-date
Y

other sites are up

Arcs m the state diagram mdlcate the rate at which
the system moves from state to state

This same formula could also be obtamed by
drawing the state diagram for the birth-death
process
that describes the number of falled sites and solving
the resultmg balance equations
We ~111 use Just such
a procedure to analyze the dynamic votmg algorithm

Avadabihty

.

0

The h term m the summation reflects the fact that an
n
update request can be processed only If the site at
which the request arrives IS one of the k sites m the
maJority partition

D

Site D might be repalred
The two-site maJorlty
partltlon IS restored and the action of the network
continues m the fashion described thus far

algorithm

The mean time to failure of a functlonmg site IS
l/x
The mean time to repalr of a falled site 1s l/p
It follows that for the Poisson process descrlbmg the
behavior of the sites, the probablhty any given site 1s
up at any particular time is

The avallablhty

a

An update request will be accepted If It arrives at
a functlonmg site and the network 1s m any of the
states on the top row of Figure 1 Label the top-row
, Ansz, from left to right
Label
states A,, A,,
the middle-row
and bottom-row
states & through
Bnm2 and C, through Cne2, respectively, agam left to
right
In an abuse of notation, we will also let Ah
denote the steady-state
probabdrty of state Al, and
similarly for the Bks and Cks The avallablhty
of the
network IS

voting

The system begms with all n sites in the majority
Our fourth
Eventually
one site falls
partition
assumption Insures that before another failure occurs
or the failed site 1s repalred, an update arrives at a
functlonmg site The maJorlty partltlon finds that It
now contams n-l of the n sites with up-to-date copies

n-2
ck-0
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k f

2
Ak

n

(n-3)X

(n-2)X

(n-3)h

(n -2).

21.L
Figure

The

-k+2

term

reflects

1. The state

the fact

which thne update request arrives
k+2 functlonmg sites m state A,

that

diagram

for dynamic

For
the
(k = 1, 2,

the site at

must be one of the

P

voting.

remainmg
n-2)

[ kX + (a-k)p

To find the steady-state probablhtles of the states
m Figure 1, set flow-out equal to flow-m to obtain the
followmg balance equatzons, one equation per state

bottom-row

states

] ck

= (k+l)XCk+l + (n-k---1)Pck-l

+ XB,

The three leftmost states have special equations
[

[

2x + (n--2)/.4

A,

I

By definmg A,-, = B,,-l = C,-, = 0, the above equations are seen correct for the right-boundary
states

= 3hA, + pBo

One of these 3n-3
Replace It by the equation
sum to one

1
npc,
=xc,+AB,

x + (n--1)/J

B,

=

m,

+2&J

+ 2xA,

n-2
c

=

(k+3)XAk+l

n-2)

remaining
n-2)

the
For
(k = 1, 2,

(n--k---l)/-&-1

middle-row

+

ClBk

states

1
=(k+l)mk+l
+(n-k-1)/&-l
+2pck

(k+l)X

+ (n--k--1)~

=

1

It appears difficult to find a closed-form solution
to the above system of equations
However, for fixed
/.A,X and n, the system IS easily solved by your favorite
numerical technique for systems of linear equations
Furthermore,
for fixed small values of n, the symbohc
manipulator
MACSYMATMt
can solve the system m
terms of p and X The final word, however, 1s given by
the theorem m the next sectlon

Ak

+

(Ak+Bk+Ck)

k-0

For the remammg top-row states (k = 1, 2,

[ (a+‘41 + (444

equations
IS redundant
that says the probablhtles

Bk
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t MACSYMA IS a trademark of Symbolm, Inc It was mgmally developed by the Mathlab Group of the MIT Laboratory for
Computer Science

E

Results

0

Theorem
Suppose the repalr rate p 1s at least as
large as the failure rate X Then the avallablllty
of
dynamic voting 1s greater than the avallablhty
of votmg if and only If
.
there are 4 sites m the network, OR

0

there are 5 sites m the network and the ratlo of
repalr rate to failure rate IS at least 1 3070, OR

l

there are 6 or more sites m the network

shows a monotonic

increase m its avallablhty

Figure 3 agam shows avallablhty
versus number
of sites but this time using a more reasonable value for
the repalr/fallure
ratlo
Here both voting
and
dynamic voting are not too far from the maximum possible avallablhty
even with only 4 sites
Both are
wlthm 0001 of this maxlmum by the time the number
of &es has reached 14
Figures 4 and 5 display avallablhty
versus the
repair/failure
rat10 The number of sites IS 4 and 5,
respectively
Observe that m Figure 4, there 1s a dlscermble difference between the two algorithms even for
repair/failure
ratios
close to 20
However,
the
difference between voting and dynamic votmg IS most
strlkmg when the repair/failure
ratio IS close to 1
Thus the difference 1s most strlkmg m sltuatlons that
are not particularly
reasonable
Figure 5 displays the
aberrant crossing behavior, such behavior occurs only
when there are exactly 5 sites

Proof.
The proof for 4 or 5 sites 1s by exphclt, symbohc calculations performed by MACSYMA
The more
challenging proof for 6 or more sites 1s mtrlcate but
mathematically
unsophlstlcated
Details are available
from the authors
The superlorlty
of votmg when
there are only 3 sites IS obvious voting reqmres that
any two &es (or more) be up, while dynamic votmg
requires that either all three sites or the speczfic two
sites that formed the most recent maJorlty part&on be
up q

VII
The assumption that ~12 X ~111 hold m any reasonable apphcatlon
The superiority of voting m the
aberrant case of 5 sites and repalr rate approximately
equal to failure rate 1s best explained as a residual
effect from the 3-site subsystem
When there are 4
sites, this effect IS overwhelmed by the poor performance of voting when the number of sites 1s even

OPEN

PROBLEMS

In this paper, we have proposed a pesslmlstlc consistency control algorithm for managing rephcated files
in the presence of network partltlomng
due to node
and commumcatlon link failures
Our algorithm

Recall that we have used a non-standard measure
of avallabU,y,
namely, the hmltmg probablhty that an
update arriving at some arbitrary
site will be processed If we were to have used the more tradltlonal
measure-the
long-term probablhty
that a maJorlty
partltlon
exists-the
aberrant case disappears
That
measure of avallablhty,
1% under the traditional
dynamic votmg 1s better than voting if there are 4 or
more sites

l

requires only a slight
scheme and

modlficatlon

to the votmg

0

provides improvement m the avallablhty
cated files over the voting scheme

of reph-

We have developed a stochastic model which provides
We are continuing
an estimate of this improvement
our efforts to analyze the avallablhty
of these algorithms
Here are some open problems we face
a
Our model insisted that updates be far more freDoes the
quent than site failures and repairs
superior avallablhty
of the dynamic voting algorithm hold up when this assumption 1s relaxed?

The content of our theorem IS seen more easily m
Figures 2 through 5 (These figures appear at the end
of the paper, after the references ) Each figure shows
the avallablhty
of both algorithms
In every figure
except Figure 5, which IS for 5 sites, the top curve 1s
Take heed
for dynamic voting, the bottom for voting
that the scaling of the axes varies from figure to figure
Figures 2 and 3 display avallablllty
graphed
against the number n of sites, for repair/failure
ratios
of 2 0 and 10 0, respectively
As n grows large, the
the
avallablllty
of each algorithm converges to p+X’
probablhty that the site at which the update arrives 1s
a functlonmg site Figure 2 shows with particular clarlty the differences between the two convergences,
namely, that the dynamic voting algorithm
.
approaches its hmltmg value much more quickly,
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0

By not allowing hnk failures, we chose to Ignore
the network topology m our analysis
We expect
dynamic voting to be superior to votmg m most (If
not all) topologies, but we have not proved such a
theorem m this paper The two algorithms should
be compared under lmk failures from several particular mltlal topologies, perhaps a rmg or a complete graph, for instance
Or one might concentrate on (say) five sites and investigate the same
six topologies that Barbara et al use m [5] Best
would be to prove a theorem that shows the
superlorlty
of dynamic voting over some wide
class of mitral network topologies

.

How does the delay m processing an update affect
the comparison of votmg and dynamic voting?
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We have compared dynamic votmg to ordinary
votmg
How does dynamic
voting
compare
against other algorithms for mamtammg the consistency of a replicated file m the presence of network partltlonmg?
For instance, one might compare dynamic votmg against the algorithms that
Coan et al analyze In [7]
Both the algorithms
analyzed
permit various
enhancements
[14,16]
How do these enhancements affect the avallablhty of the algorithms?
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crossing behavior
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